RPSBS BOARD MEETING
Saturday 27th June 2020
Venue: Zoom Online Platform

MINUTES
Meeting commenced at 10.04am
ATTENDEES: Michael Smith, Robert Cockram, Andrew Hunt, Kathryn Thomas, Debra Watson, Helen Dohan
and Teresa Edwards
The Chairman, Michael Smith, opened the meeting at 10.04am, called for apologies, The Chair stated that at
that time Sandra James had not yet entered the meeting. Declared alternate director appointment for Tania
Hay as Jess Campbell and welcomed Jess to the meeting. Called for any Conflicts of interest with any item
on the agenda.
APOLOGIES: Tania Hay
APPOINTMENT OF ALTERNATE DIRECTORS: Jess Campbell for Tania Hay
CALL FOR ANY CONFLICT OF INTEREST: XXXX declared a conflict of interest for Item 15b on the Agenda
(XXXX resignation and the Victoria State Meeting). XXXX declared a conflict of interest for XXXX, XXXX and
XXXX in regard to AHSA Contract. Debra Watson advised that as none of XXXX, XXXX nor XXXX are able
to vote that this should not be an issue.
DECLARATION BY DIRECTORS RE ITEMS ON THE AGENDA: Nil required
MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING HELD 1st April 2020
CALL FOR CORRECTIONS TO THOSE MINUTES: Nil
Motion: ‘That no corrections or amendments are required and the Minutes of the Meeting of
the Board of Directors held 1st April 2020 are to be approved.’
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX, All in favour.
Motion Carried
BUSINESS ARISING FROM THOSE MINUTES:
• State Emails – simplest way forward is for XXXX to setup gmail accounts for each state but it is
important to have an Email Usage Policy, which is good for email trails and loss of important
communications (ie. SA and WA). Work in progress.
• South Australian funds – XXXX confirmed that have they been transferred. XXXX also working on
finalising signatory requirements.
• West Australian funds – bank details still required and funds still to be transferred.
• Quorum at State Meetings – XXXX to review and present at September meeting.
• GRP – Editing Committee ongoing
• ASIC Register – XXXX asked XXXX if all RPSBS Ltd details were now up to date. XXXX confirmed
that as at 26th June 2020, everything is correct and up to date. The only matter outstanding is the
financial statement for this current year. Once presented at the AGM later today, this can also be
uploaded.
MOTIONS APPROVED BETWEEN MEETINGS:
23rd April 2020
Motion 1: "that RPSBS Ltd. holds it's Annual General Meeting on 27th June, 2020 at 1.00 pm online using
Zoom's webinar feature."
Motion 2: "RPSBS Ltd. financial voting members are able to register to attend the online AGM up to 4.00 pm
Friday 12th June, 2020"
Motion 3: "that the RPSBS Ltd. Board of Directors 2020 election of office bearers meeting be held online at
2.15 pm 27th June, 2020."
Motion 4: "that the June RPSBS Ltd. Board of Directors meeting be held online on Sunday 28th June, 2020
commencing at 9.00 am EST."
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Moved: XXXX Seconded: XXXX

For: XXXX, XXXX, XXXX, XXXX

28th May 2020
Motion: The RPSBS Ltd engage XXXX to act as scrutineer for the purpose of overseeing the tallying of votes
and providing confirmation of the results of the 2020 Victorian RPSBS Ltd State Committee Election online
ballot.
Moved: XXXX Seconded: XXXX
For: XXXX, XXXX, XXXX, XXXX
Motion: “That Motions approved since the April 2020 Board Meeting be ratified”
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX, All in favour.
Motion Carried
TREASURERS REPORT:
• Debra Watson presented the Treasurers Report.
• Things are bleak, however, we are not the only ones in this situation due to COVID. Debra stated that
the Term Deposit is $200000 plus interest due to mature in September. Working Account has
$80000+. XXXX confirmed:
o $1260 in Office Working Account
o $85046 in Main Working Account
o $9304 in Paypal Account
o $96610 in total.
o Insurance Invoices just received for $14832.
o Therefore, Cash is at approximately $82000
• Contract with AHSA – Most important matter at hand is the contract with AHSA. XXXX had discussion
with XXXX with regard to current situation. XXXX advised XXXX that there was unfortunately no room
for AHSA to decrease their costs. XXXX asked for one job keeper payment.
• AHSA costs are in excess of $80k and we are paying $77k. XXXX feels that negotiation is possible.
• XXXX proposes that a Contract Negotiating Committee be established.
• XXXX appreciates that AHSA cannot provide service at a loss, but we can appreciate that we have
little room to move in our current situation of finances.
• Debra Watson advised that RPSBS should be careful as any normal company should not pay more
than 30% of it’s income as wages and we should look hard at how the work is being done and proposes
that streamlining of procedures is in order.
• XXXX suggested that it is more the members needing to complete and lodge paperwork correctly.
• XXXX suggested revamping forms but XXXX advised that it may work but the double handling is due
to ‘incomplete’ paperwork more than anything. Lodging paperwork without signatures, names, and
payments etc.
• XXXX was XXXX surprised at the staff time spent on RPSBS administration.
• XXXX called for volunteers to establish a Contract Negotiating Sub-committee shall consist of XXXX,
XXXX, XXXX and XXXX.
• Following on from the recent Audit, Debra Watson would like the following change to be introduced to
State Committee procedures as cash payments are an audit nightmare:
o No further cash payments
o When State Committee take people on a contract basis to ensure that they do the job they are
being paid for and that they do it properly.
o If paying cash is the ONLY option, then a receipt is ESSENTIAL.
• This has been included in the new Draft Policy
Motion: ‘That the Treasurers Report be accepted.”
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX, All in favour.
Motion Carried
Sandra James joined the meeting at 10.30am.
STRATEGIC PLANNING REPORT:
• Michael Smith presented the Strategic Planning report and Data Analysis of which much will also be
presented at the AGM.
• In order to see the true affect the bushfires and covid have had on our society Michael Smith calculated
figures from January to June (as opposed to our financial year end in March). Calculations indicate
that there are 50% less registration compared to last year and less than previous years.
• Figures from other breed societies have been collected to form some comparisons. The first thing that
stands out to Michael Smith is that compared to other registries, these figures reminds us how small
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RPSBS Society is. It does show us that other societies are feeling the decline also. Stock Horse
Society were not included. They cannot be compared/included as they are improving/increasing.
XXXX stated that RPSBS are restricted whereas Stockhorses have multiple functions. Michael Smith
recognises that fact as that is where Riding Ponies ties itself into a very small market. XXXX reminded
everyone that a Stockhorse can be ridden by adults and children alike.
XXXX recalled a previous discussion where there was an FEI level dressage pony that is Riding Pony
bred and asked if there was or could be a provision for a meritorious registration to register Riding
Ponies that have not ever been registered that are doing well at high levels and to use them for
promotional purposes. XXXX said it was a great idea for the Editing Committee to discuss and/or
pursue.
XXXX stated that as declining registrations and memberships would come up at The AGM, when
members ask what is the Board going to do about memberships and registrations and such, so would
like to remind everyone that it is not up to The Board to push memberships but that it was up to the
States to provide events and to keep things moving to drive membership and registration. If the states
stay positive, then the members will stay positive.
Michael Smith would like to get the message through at the AGM that every member of the Society
has to be involved. As XXXX said, the states need to provide the events and the members and
breeders need to support the state committees.
XXXX said that this needs to happen at grass roots level, but it also needs to be a two-way street. A
lot of people feel that the work needs to come from the Board down. Things should not be handed
out, why do RPSBS members think that RPSBS are different. Hard work brings better luck, things
cannot be done by ‘everyone else”, the saying goes “if it’s gotta be it’s up to me”.
XXXX believes that the culture and expectations needs to change.
XXXX feels that committees need to work on the events they provide to keep the members motivated,
to keep their memberships and keep their ponies registered. Then take on board the feedback
provided by those members and breeders to do better.
Motion: “That the Strategic Planning Report be accepted.”
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX. All in favour.
Motion Carried

CORONA VIRUS IMPLICATIONS:
•
•
•
•
•

•

XXXX advised that income has been down exponentially for the past twelve months. The last three
months have been a terrible drain. Need to mitigate costs at Board level and to encourage the states
to run cost neutral or positive. They can no longer afford to run events at a loss.
XXXX would like to look at what subsidies we can afford. A lot will depend on our contractual
negotiations as well as our income. We will have to notify states that they will not necessarily be
receiving the income they have been getting in the past.
XXXX confirmed that they cannot continue to provide $1000 rebate because the Society cannot expect
to make a profit this year. State Rebates and grants should not be expected. States need to get
budgets done early and run neutral or profitable events.
XXXX would like the Board to demonstrate that they are being responsible with their expenditure also
and that they are all making a conscious effort. The services provided by the national office and the
administration contract is a big part of this
XXXX says that there are also positives from Covid:
o Zoom online meetings are saving us money, although face to face meetings are necessary at
times, cost wise though this is a plus.
o XXXX stated that one downturn is that the food is not as good at home.
XXXX says that we have been focusing on cutting costs but the other thing is, is there any way of
growing our business.
o XXXX suggested a national fundraiser, think about a Stallion Tender. The promotion of a
stallion tender is fantastic. It provides promotion to the stallion owner, the stallion owner is
provided a minimum service fee and the host state recoups the profit. Previous tenders have
raised as much as $14000.
o XXXX stated that the NSW AHA run a successful stallion tender and agreed it was a good
idea. NSW also provided free entry into a futurity type class for the progeny produced from
the tender. More discussion on this followed.
o XXXX said we need to look at the disruption to the Show Horse industry and what impact that
will have on RPSBS ? We must be mindful of trying to broaden our base. Our base has been
for showies which is a declining industry. More discussion followed.
o XXXX suggested classes at Show Horse Councils Grand National. Our own classes in an
outside ring under our own RPSBS Rules. Ideas proposed by XXXX and XXXX suggested the
ideas being presented to executives of Show Horse Council.
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XXXX suggested Grants and proposal to apply for grants to filter funds to states for clinics and
youth etc.
▪ XXXX stated that he has a South Australian acquaintance from Horse SA who could
assist with grants. XXXX is happy to speak to XXX regarding this.
▪ XXXX said there are quite a lot of grants available at the moment. XXXX suggested
that States look for state-based grants.
▪ XXXX stated that XXXX is aware that Sport and Recreation have many coming out,
particularly speaking about WA. XXXX is happy to check look at WA Grants available
and suggests that there will be similar ones for all states and will circulate XXXX
findings.
▪ XXXX would like each state director to mindful of the availabilities of such grants and
to apply if possible.
▪ XXXX spoke about previous grants a club has received that XXXX has been involved
with and that everyone should be mindful of what the funds are spent on as the grants
must be accounted for. Audit trails are essential and receipts will be required to
substantiate the grant.
▪ XXXX posed the question as to whether states are able to apply as they are only subcommittees of a federal body ?
▪ XXXX advised that states should not apply individually but that we apply as a package
through the federal body as the parent company will be held responsible for any funds
provided. RPSBS do not want to be held liable for anything that may go wrong so we
apply as a federal body and then states will apply to us for a share of any funding
received.
▪ XXXX suggests that XXXX approach XXXX acquaintance to enquire if XXXX is
interested and available to assist with some grant applications. We would be happy
to negotiate some type of payment for XXXX to assist. This would be a good starting
point. XXXX is happy to do this.
XXXX referred back to the Treasurers Report and the submission of State BAS Reports. When States
submit details in credit that are followed by states submitting details of a debit, this creates a situation
whereby, the debit reduces the others states credits. There is no way to stop that. With Galpins help,
we will in future submit one consolidated BAS to the ATO, whilst keeping an internal record of the
States debits or credits and pay the credits to the state or sending the state an invoice for their debit.
To that end, all BAS information will be required as soon as possible after financial quarters end, in
order that the details can be submitted on time and by due dates.
XXXX apologised as NSW were involved in this situation and XXXX said there was no need for an
apology, this would have happened no matter what state was involved.
XXXX thanked XXXX for her mammoth efforts since March and in relation to the audit.

AGM HOUSEKEEPING:
•

XXXX ran through all procedures and general housekeeping for the Annual General Meeting later
today.

Saturday Board Meeting Closed 11.36am

Sunday 28th June 2020
Venue: Zoom Online Platform
Meeting commenced at 8.34am
RPSBS ANNUAL AND PUBLICITY:
•

•
•

Despina Mitrakas’ report was presented. Despina’s report advised that Leaderboard entries were
down this last year which is in line with memberships and registrations etc. Despina suggested that
Junior Rider/Handler classes be combined due to low entry numbers and believes that State Awards
were very well received. She recommends that competition not run this year but restart in March/April
next year after re-evaluating in January. Points out additional costs caused by Covid and having to
post trophies and suggests that entrants continue to collect awards at state meetings in future.
Despina advises that the Colouring Competition was very well received and would like to run this
annually as it was sponsored and received a lot of positive feedback.
Despina reports that the Online Foal Competition was not well supported, possibly due to the amount
of work required by entrants. This may have also been because there was only 15 foals registered at
the time. A few suggested an online youngstock show. Perhaps this could be considered if restrictions
are still in place in a few months.
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The Annual is almost complete and due to be sent in August. It includes some fantastic articles.
Advertising is down but new advertisers gained, no support for the members gallery.
XXXX is concerned at the lack of Leaderboard entries and agrees with Despina’s recommendation
that we wait until April to restart. XXXX thinks that is a good idea, let the dust settle. XXXX suggested
the competition run by the calendar year. XXXX agrees.
Asked to move a motion to change the Leaderboard to follow the calendar year.
XXXX suggest that as we have plenty of time that we put this idea to the State Committees.
XXXX put forward a ‘covid exception’ to catch any points between now and January
Motion: “That the Leaderboard be run following the calendar year from now on and that we
take up points for any shows as from the end of the last Leaderboard.”
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX. All in favour.
Motion Carried

•
•
•
•
•

XXXX feels that the Colouring Competition produced some exceptional artwork but that the online foal
show was disappointing. XXXX felt that we needed more time.
XXXX stated there was plenty of time but that people were a little lazy. XXXX stated that until such
time that members take responsibility, these initiatives will not succeed.
XXXX discussed the online foal show further with XXXX suggesting that they allow no plaiting. XXXX
explained that there were rules that needed to be followed but that we learned from the experience.
XXXX requested that Thank you letters be sent to Astral Park and to VIC Committee for the Ribbons.
XXXX asked if a Youngstock Show should be run as suggested. Costs were discussed and XXXX
believes that entrants should incur a small fee.
Motion: “Despina Mitrakas is to be given the approval to proceed with an Online Youngstock
Show. Criteria and rules to be approved by the Board
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX. All in favour.
Motion Carried

•
•
•
•

XXXX questioned the need for trophies and this was discussed further. It was decided that Certificates
would be adequate.
XXXX re-iterated the need to set an example about expenditure and XXXX suggested seeking
vouchers for prizes.
XXXX came back to the Leaderboard and it’s cost to The Society, suggesting that we consider the
prizemoney before September when it can be reviewed.
XXXX asked when the Annual is available. XXXX confirmed that it is finished in June, printed July
and mailed to members in August.

JUDGE HAPPENINGS:
• XXXX declared a Conflict of Interest
• Judge Applications and Approvals were presented to the attendees:
o Judge Applications received from:
▪ XXXX
▪ XXXX
o Judge Upgrade Application received
▪ XXXX
o XXXX – Application required further information
o XXXX – Application approved by Judge Committee for National Panel – Requires full Board
Approval
o XXXXl – Application does not provide adequate information to fulfil the criteria for an upgrade
• All applications were discussed.
• XXXX advised that XXXX has had ample RPSBS experience and XXXX confirmed that XXXX advised
XXXX that XXXX would re-complete the application and re-submit.
• XXXX application was discussed with XXXX confirming that XXXX has known XXXX since living in
the UK and that XXXX achievements well and truly fulfil the criteria for a National Panel Judge.
• These were all discussed further and accepted.
Motion: “Accept that XXXXl is to re-submit XXXX application, XXXX application requires more
information and XXXX is to be approved as a National Panel Judge.”
Moved: XXXX, Seconded XXXX. All in favour.
Motion Carried
•

XXXX to receive a letter regarding XXXX approval to the National Panel.
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POLICY REVIEWS:
STATE COMMITTEE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES:
•
XXXX presented a powerpoint presentation of review XXXX of the current policies and explained the
need to align all policies, including Constitution, Registration Rules and Judges Policy etc.
•
XXXX agreed and added that the Social Media Policy, Judges Policy and the Ethics Policiy should all
be in the Polices and Procedures Manual. XXXX agreed.
•
XXXX explained the need for a Corporate Compliance Register – legislative and regulatory
requirements and obligations of the company.
ASSET MANAGEMENT POLICY:
•
As a result of the non-compliance issues discovered in the recent audit, XXXX presented a Draft Asset
Management Policy to provide guidance for State Committees. This will ensure that the noncompliance issues are addressed and aid the State Committees to manage their finances and assets
in a consistent, accountable and correct manner.
•
XXXX asked XXXX to address the attendees with XXXX concerns over the document and XXXX felt
that the process appeared to be a lot harder, that it would mean more work and felt it needed to be cut
down.
•
XXXX stated that XXXX understands XXXX concerns but it was merely about recording the data. It’s
about the bigger things (ie. Victoria have a float).
•
The policy was discussed by all and it was deemed that realistically, this was more about the larger
items with cost value. The Policy is important for the continuation of committees, it is not there to lay
blame but to ensure that new committees are aware of what they should have. It is to the benefit of
the state, not to federal.
•
Further discussion took place and XXXX stated that their committee was already under fire as they
are not aware where their assets are. XXXX stated that this was necessary as a succession document.
Motion: “Adopt the Asset Management Policy as presented at the Board of Directors meeting
today, Sunday 28th June 2020”
Moved: XXXX, Seconded XXXX. All in favour.
Motion Carried
•
•
•

XXXX advised that it would be necessary for a meeting with the State Treasurers
XXXX agreed, stating that we need to stress the importance of the document.
XXXX confirmed that a meeting with the Treasurer and Chair to advise requirements. Will leave this
with XXXX to organise. XXXX to organise.

JUDGES HANDBOOK REVIEW:
•
XXXX apologised for the lateness off the review and presented all of the changes.
•
Each change was discussed with input from both XXXX and XXXX.
•
XXXX is to enquire and advise further in regard to cane lengths.
•
XXXX presented workouts and theses were agreed upon. These are to be provided to XXXX to draw
and be approved by The Board.
Motion: “Accept the proposed changes to the Judges Handbook as presented at the to the
Board of Directors meeting today, Sunday 28 th June 2020.”
Moved: XXXX, Seconded XXXX. All in favour.
Motion Carried
CORRESPONDENCE:
XXXX correspondence regarding RPSBS Ltd Nomination Form for State Committee.
• Correspondence read and discussed. It is evident that the nomination form does not match the State
Committee Structures and Procedures Policy.
• Respond to XXXX:
o Thank you for raising your concerns, the nomination form is being reviewed and the matter
will be addressed
XXXX correspondence advising his resignation.
• Respond to XXXX:
o Thank you for your contribution.
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XXXX correspondence advising XXXX resignation.
• Thank you response has already been sent to XXXX.
XXXX correspondence regarding her resignation and the meeting at which it took place.
• XXXX declared his conflict of interest.
• XXXX stressed the impact of reputational damage if the Board does not respond. This could also
result in litigation. There needs to be an investigation.
•
XXXX stated that these issues definitely needed to be discussed at Board level and believes that the
Board needs to act. Disciplinary actions must be transparent regarding the processes.
• XXXX pointed out the need for a Disciplinary Policy.
• XXXX advised that XXXX was happy to conduct a pre-liminary investigation, to which XXXX suggested
that we could benefit from the assistance of XXXX.
• XXXX agreed that if required the investigation would be referred to the Advisory Panel, however, the
initial investigation would be conducted and reported to the Board of Directors.
• It was suggested that we could possibly write to the committee advising that conduct such as this
would not be tolerated, this behaviour is not acceptable.
• Training was proposed to educate on expected behaviours.
• Do our policies need tighter meeting framework.
• Advisory Panel to set up Disciplinary Policy.
• Possibly Apologise. XXXX questioned why the Board would need to apologise?
• XXXX confirmed that we will respond to XXXX
o Have received letter of resignation. As a long-standing contributor we accept your resignation
with deep regret.
o Advise the incident is under investigation and that XXXX will be advised the outcome
• XXXX added to state that the actions were wrong and the RPSBS Ltd is taking the matter seriously.
XXXX will assist in drafting the correspondence.
Meeting Adjourned: 10.00am
Meeting Resumed: 11.00am
•

XXXX begun a discussion regarding difficult registration and transfers as well as difficult breeders and
sellers, referring to a recent situation and how great the staff have been in dealing with the matter.

XXXX officially re-started the meeting at 11.08am.
•
•

XXXX referred to the last item on the agenda and re-assured the attendees that the pre-liminary
investigation process would be simple and that it would take a minimal amount of time to determine if
there had been an incident that required further attention beyond the Board.
XXXX will discuss with XXXX and determine what preliminary process he would lie followed in case
the matter goes further so as not to jeopardise any potential investigation.

EDITING
•
•

XXXX presented the registration and details surrounding the registration of XXXX.
The registration and circumstances were discussed.
Motion: “That the XXXX born on XXXX by XXXX out of XXXX, be registered as Section A Riding
Pony with The RPSBS Ltd.”
Moved: XXXX, Seconded XXXX. All in favour.
Motion Carried

REPORTS
•

•

Chair Report presented by Michael Smith and discussed.
o Michael re-iterated the good work of the states to get audits and state committee reports
completed as well as published online and would like to continue with the publication of this
information each year. This also aids in getting members to access and use the website.
NSW Report presented by Sandra James and discussed.
o Sandra talked about their focus on the NSW Show and whether or not it will go ahead.
o NSW are considering a youngstock show, dependant on restrictions.
o Would like to run a Judges Clinic in conjunction with ANSA if the Board will approve.
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The discussion regarding the Judges Clinic brought about some discussion about the RPSBS
Judges Audit and Audit Form.
o XXXX said that we would like to send them out in time for them to be returned in August.
o XXXX agrees that the more we can work with other Societies the better we will be.
Qld State Report presented by Michael Smith
o Michael Smith advised that there has been election of Office Bearers yet. Michael cannot
foresee that happening soon due to the border being closed.
o Michael Smith stressed the need for fiscal responsibility.
TAS State Report presented by Jess Campbell.
o Not much to report due to covid, Jess discussed their restrictions.
o TAS are looking to host a show when their restrictions allow.
o XXXX felt it was a great time for a small show. Low budget shows will be good to get people
out.
o Jess agreed and stated that is definitely what they want.
VIC State Report presented by Robert Cockram.
o Robert stated they were all good in Victoria and sitting tight in regard to restrictions.
o Robert apologised for some omissions on his report, but that the XXXX recent resignation had
took him for six. XXXX was new to the committee, however all other committee members are
listed.
o MXXXX advised the attendees that there in regard to the recent VIC Elections:
▪ There were 320 Eligible voters
▪ 12 of those eligible voters were postal only.
▪ 1 postal vote was received but ineligible due to failure to follow instructions.
o Robert Cockram remarked on the ease of the online voting procedure.
WA State Report presented by Kathryn Thomas
o WA is currently covid free and smaller shows are being scheduled.
o WA have agreed to plan 2020 RPSBS Annual Show in conjunction with WA RPG of the WPCS
and is tentatively scheduled for 14th and 15th November 2020.
o Committee is committed to working on an annual Ridden Championships, similar to WPCS
Australian Ridden Championship
o XXXX suggested that the later the show is, then the likelier it would be that NT and SA
exhibitors may be able to travel to attend. Kathryn believes that this would be unlikely as
although they are desperate for shows, they must maintain strict covid regulations.
o All accounts are now in order.
o WA have had a good response from the membership.
o XXXX suggested a clinic combining Working Hunter and WPCS before the event.
o Kathryn is thinking about a Youth Encouragement Program, looking at Working Hunter at the
combined show. XXXX has suggested that Pinto also combine with them.
o WA members have expressed that they are unhappy with the WA Judge. XXXX suggested
‘special consideration’ for an ‘other breed’ judge be allowed to avail those who are not happy
with ‘local’. XXXX agreed that this was a good idea under the circumstances.
SA State Report presented by Andrew Hunt
o Andrew Hunt relayed the antagonism he is currently facing in regard to winning the State
Leader Board Award and advised the attendees that he asked his committee if they would like
him to stand down. He explained the current hostility he is facing.
o Andrew advised that XXXX had recently resigned.
o The SA Committee are looking to run VASA and SA RPSBS Show.
o XXXX and XXXX discussed combining working hunter.
Motion: “To accept all State Reports as presented.”
Moved: XXXX, Seconded XXXX. All in favour.
Motion Carried

GENERAL BUSINESS
GRAND NATIONAL
•
XXXX suggests we approach SHC to run three classes for RPSBS. Following are XXXX ideas:
o No qualifications required, only exhibits already entered Grand National can enter.
o Ponies entered must be registered and transferred or leased correctly.
o Top two to go into Championship Class.
o We would supply assistance for other rings.
o Seek outside sponsorship to cover associated costs.
This would be a good opening as well as a means to increase memberships, registrations, transfers
and leases.
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XXXX proposes that we investigate this further.
XXXX suggested checking last years catalogue to investigate potential.
XXXX said we struggle for eligible ponies at EA for presenting RPSBS medals so this is another
avenue to investigate.
XXXX stated that if this was approved by SHC, then we could advertise and push registrations and
transfers.
XXXX stated that if the Board are happy, then XXXX and XXXX would put a letter together to present
to SHC.

VICTORIAN SECRETARY POSITION
• XXXX stated that at this point there was no Victorian State Committee Secretary.
• XXXX email states there are lots of options.
• XXXX will ask what suggestions or options XXXX has.
• XXXX stated that there is to be no action taken within 30 days.
• XXXX will advise the Committee.
GENERAL
• At this point XXXX wished to discuss a few other matters brought up during and about various matters
during the meeting.
• XXXX stated that XXXX advised that WA have various assets not yet accounted for, including ribbons,
files and banners. XXXX advised that she was currently attempting to retrieve all WA State Committee
assets.
• SA Treasurers - XXXX advised that XXXX was not confident in the position and that he was assisting
XXXX. They have setup timelines and some streamlining.
• XXXX advised that all committees require similar account names and company accounts etc. as we
must adhere to Galpins recommendations. This is in the interest of best practice for our audit records.
XXXX stated that the accounts being used were done so as advised by the previous Treasurer and
requested that XXXX review and adapt if necessary. With this in mind XXXX will also review
spreadsheets and data of other state treasurers.
• XXXX suggested that after review, XXXX use XXXX spreadsheet as a template for the other states.
The template is to include a new page and general ledger. XXXX agreed and would also like to use
the template.
• XXXX expressed his happiness that WA and SA Committees have settled in.
• XXXX also reminded the State Directors that the auditors now wanted monthly reconciliations signed
by another State Committee member.
XXXX asked if there was anything further to add from the RPSBS Office – no.
XXXX asked if there was anything further to add from the RPSBS Directors for General Business – no.
XXXX and XXXX discussed and confirmed what was required for inclusion in the next Information Bulletin.
ELECTION OF OFFICE BEARERS
Michael Smith declared Chairmans position vacant.
XXXX remove
Calls for Nomination for the Chairmans Position:
XXXX nominated Michael Smith, Seconded by XXXX
Chairmans Position accepted by Michael Smith
Calls for Nomination for the Vice Chairmans Position:
XXXX nominated Robert Cockram, Seconded by XXXX
Vice Chairmans Position accepted by Robert Cockram
Michael Smith called for a second Vice Chairman:
XXXX nominated XXXX. XXXX stated XXXX would prefer to learn more and politely declined but thanked
XXXX.
Michael Smith again called for another second Vice Chairman:
None were nominated.
Sub-Committees were confirmed:
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Policy: Kathryn Thomas, Tania Hay and Michael Smith.
Judge: Michael Smith, Robert Cockram and the vacancy filled by Sandra James.
XXXX nominated Sandra James, Seconded by XXXX, accepted by Sandra.
Editing: Robert Cockram, Andrew Hunt and Helen Dohan.
Treasurer – Treasurer is sub-contracted with the current contract in place until October.
Michael Smith thanked Jess Campbell as well as all present for their commitment.
Meeting Closed: 12.23pm.
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